
Jiminny Voted #1 Sales Coaching 
Platform on G2 (Autumn 2021)
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After ranking #1 on the G2 Results Index report for sales coaching during Summer 2021, we’re excited to 

announce that Jiminny is STILL rated #1 according to G2’s Autumn 2021 results.

For those who may not know, G2 is the world’s leading business software review platform, connecting 

visitors to over 57,000 companies. It’s the go-to destination for discovering and comparing leading 

technology and solutions - all based on verified peer-to-peer reviews.

Before we get into the results, we at Jiminny want to say a HUGE thank you to all of our amazing customers 

- we’re so grateful for your feedback, reviews and willingness to be open and honest with us. With your 

help, we’ll continue to develop an amazing product that will support you in becoming the very best version 

of you.

https://www.jiminny.com/reports/jiminny-ranks-as-1-for-sales-coaching-on-g2


Our Autumn 2021 Sales Coaching Badges
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Jiminny achieved the highest overall result in the results index, which looks at how 

likely customers are to recommend us, how well Jiminny meets requirements, 

estimated ROI and more.

This Autumn, Jiminny earned the #1 highest Implementation rating in the sales 

coaching category! This report looks at ease of setup, average user adoption, time to 

go live and more.

Winners of best ROI, based on a combination of estimated time to achieve ROI and 

time to go live.

By being in the Leader tier of the Momentum Grid, Jiminny ranks in the top 25% of 

sales coaching products as rated by our users.

Jiminny is in the High Performer quadrant of the Grid® Report for sales coaching, 

conversation intelligence, outbound call tracking and video conferencing!

Best Results

Most Implementable

Best Estimated ROI

Momentum Leader

High Performer



Jiminny 9.30

SmartWinnr 9.24

Gong 9.18

SalesLoft 9.05

Ambition 9.04

ringDNA 8.98

Chorus.ai 8.97

Likely to Recommend Meets Requirements Estimated ROI Other Factors Score

G2 Results Index for Sales Coaching | Autumn 2021

Best Overall Scores
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Jul 29, 2021

Matt S,  VP of Sales | Small-Business (50 or fewer emp.)

“Should be more of a household name…”

“From the amazing customer support/success we receive from our dedicated point of contact (Tallia) to 

the caring and extremely smart founders, it's no surprise Jiminny has grown over the past few years. If 

someone is looking for a reliable video conferencing and sales enablement platform that is better than all 

the other bigger names, Jiminny is the way to go.”




